
April 8, 2013 
Hunky Dory Story 

I just love it when I see a piece written by Chuck Haga about the tribe. You just 
get that ‘everything’s all better, problems being solved’ kind of feeling, don’t you?  

All that nonsense about children being raped, Tribal Social Services being 
abusive and corrupt, none of that is really a problem. It never was and now that 
they have fixed or are fixing it, it really isn’t now.  

Makes me wonder why the BIA had to send in their sequin festooned Strike Team 
(*Heroic Chord*) in the first place, doesn’t it?  

And given that all the same people are still working in Tribal Social Services, and 
Mark Little Owl with yet another charge of Domestic Abuse against him, is still 
running Social Services while he awaits yet another trial hearing. (I swear, that 
man is the most misunderstood of them all. A little pushing, shoving, threatening, 
slapping and slugging never hurt anyone, did it?).   

First, they are really concerned about all these children living with registered sex 
offenders (see Mandated Reports 1-13) but instead of rescuing those children and 
arresting the Registered Sex Offenders, they purchased for the Tribe a Mobile 
Fingerprinting Machine which they held up several times as the solution to this 
problem.  

I guess no one was buying that except maybe some intrepid reporters with an eye 
towards Feel Good Spin.  

Haga portrays those responsible in his stories as being the victims of harsh 
scrutiny.  Yes, ask Penn State about how ‘harsh scrutiny’ can ruin your whole 
reputation.   

This has put the Tribal Social Services and the corrupt Tribal Council under a 
whole lot of pressure. Yes, it must be terrible for them. Can’t imagine how awful 
that must be.  Here, try knowing that toddlers and infants are put in homes of sex 
offenders and that the entire system will do nothing to rescue or protect them. In 
fact, try being harassed by the FBI and receiving threats over the phone for 
reporting it.  Try being run off the road in the middle of the night, or having your 
front door kicked in by thugs.  How about someone throw a rattlesnake onto your 
front porch?   

Yeah, I can’t imagine how all the pressure of being watched as you ignore 
Mandated Reports, (Not one official has yet to discuss any of these reports with 
the Regional Director of the ACF who has issued them. Not one has followed any 
of the Protocols for handling a Mandated Report. Not ONE.)  

And then the Kind Hearted Woman documentary came out on Frontline.  Ouch, 
that must have hurt.  We know that because Melissa Merrick, who runs Victim’s 
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Assistance was miffed that her department was exposed for their role in not only 
protecting a sexual abuser father, but in laying false charges against the mother, 
accusing her of being the abuser. (Don’t worry, they didn’t show up in court.  So 
when they do make charges, they don’t show up in court. How does that sound? 
Corrupt.) Even better when the judge in that case, Judge Gipp, had to ‘think on it 
a little longer’ and so left the children with the sexual abuser father for another 5-6 
months… yes, Tribal Court is such a ‘fair and just’ venue for any case.  

No wonder Congressman Cramer (R) said he would not feel like he could get a 
fair trial there. No one can.   

Merrick and her cronies are really big about trying to paint Cramer as an abusive 
person because he made some passionate and albeit violent statement about 
how he felt about the Tribal Council (wanted to wring their necks and slam them 
up against the wall) and she was so offended that she refused his sincerest 
apologies.   

Yes, harsh language is so offensive she went on a publicity tour touting her 
victimhood.  Yet, she did nothing for a woman who was not only beaten, stomped 
and bitten by her BIA Cop husband, she allowed that husband’s mistress, 
Monique (also named in the movie as the one who made false charges against 
Robin Charbonneau) to handle the case--- which meant that the wife got no 
protection, no assistance.  

But dare you say a harsh word in front of Melissa Merrick and you will be pilloried 
until the end of the Earth! Just you watch out!  

In a separate article, also by Haga, Ms. Merrick sneers at my reporting by saying 
that I am “unfair and ill-informed.”   

I have to ask: Am I as unfair as Tribal Court?  

Will You Dance With Me? 

Now, a real journalist would have asked a follow-up question: “Where did she 
(yours truly) get it wrong?”  You see, I can prove what I claim.  If she feels I got it 
wrong, let her state it. So, shall we dance? 

I stand by what I post here. I keep an open line to anyone that can prove there is 
an error, and I have made corrections in the past. So, if you don’t want to jump 
right into the boiling water of open court, send me your proof that I got it wrong. I 
will be more than happy to post that.  

Yes, no one reads the blog. Well, according to Ms. Merrick.  I can prove that 
wrong also.  You see? I stand by what I say.  

Now, if Ms Merrick will get her fashionable fanny back to work and start actually 
helping the victims of domestic violence, perhaps removing some of her own staff 
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who use their positions to abuse victims, I think we would see some real progress 
in that one tiny corner of the Ballroom.  

Or, was that too harsh? If so, I apologize, profusely.   

I hear music to my ears.  

Old Chums 

The latest Hunky Dory Story is that the Tribe and the outside agencies (Regional 
and County) have decided to talk to each other about the emergency situation 
that exists on Spirit Lake.  

Wait, I thought there was no real problems with child abuse, sexual molest, child 
rape? What emergency are we talking about now?  

Why, yes, it is about the children.  And they’ve all gotten together and:  

“We and the people at Lake Region Social Services (serving Ramsey 
County) talked with the tribal leaders and others and said, ‘Let’s not worry 
about who has jurisdiction here,’ and together we all took responsibility,” 
he said.” -- (Tom Rime, director of social services for Benson County, 
which includes most of the Spirit Lake reservation.) 

So, Jurisdiction is not a problem! * Cue the Confetti Rain. *  

That’s nice. Now, how about you go in and rescue the children who are living 
with the Sex Offenders? How about you get them into treatment and therapy? 
How about you arrest those sex offenders?  (Not happening kids).  

Roger Yankton is thrilled about it. Not so thrilled that he will allow any of the 
members of his own family that beat and rape children be arrested, mind you, but 
really happy because …. According to the GFH article by Haga: 

Tribal Chairman Roger Yankton said last week that Benson County’s 
governing body held a joint meeting recently with the Tribal Council at Fort 
Totten, and there is talk of relocating county social services there. 

“That was historic, that meeting,” Yankton said. “I know those people. I 
grew up with them. We all have the same dreams, and we’re saying we’re 
not dealing with ‘yours’ and ‘mine’ — the children — but ‘ours.’ 

These people are friends of his. From childhood. Oh goody.  Given what I know 
of Roger Yankton and how children are traded like baseball cards on the rez, that 
last sentence just creeps me right out.  I know itʼs not how they intended it, but it 
is really creepy. (Am I being too harsh and badly informed? Email me at 1800 
HOWSMYBLOGGING?) 

Nice to see they are no longer declaring the Mobile Fingerprinting machine as 
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their Excalibur Sword of Child Safety.  But seriously folks, just read the Mandated 
Reports and do your jobs by following the Law and Protocol for dealing with 
Mandated Reports of Sexual Abuse against children.  

Rime does offer tacit acknowledgment that personnel turnover is a problem. Yes, 
firing the people who are trying to fix problems The Chairman and the Tribal 
Council are trying to keep hidden, does create a ʻjob turnoverʼ problem.  He sort 
of acknowledges that. No biggy.  

“I know they’re trying to hire people,” Rime said. “They’re always posting, 
always looking. But they’re having a really hard time getting qualified 
social workers to apply. That’s a problem in all of rural North Dakota.” 

So, this level of corruption and intimidating whistleblowers is a problem 
throughout North Dakota? Really?  Oh my! 

I know for a fact that some of the most dedicated, qualified, hard-working people 
have worked at Tribal Social Services. Itʼs just that they are the ones that the 
Tribal Chairman and the Directors of Tribal Social Services  DONʼT WANT.  

Itʼs not for the lack of Good and Qualified people, itʼs because of the corruption 
and abuse that those same people donʼt want to become either a part of or a 
victim of. But they donʼt seem to get that. “Good Help is Hard To Find” must be a 
running joke out there, yes? 

All these shows and Hunky Dory Stories, the lack of child rescue, no sex 
offenders arrested, a complete phony running Victimsʼ Assistance Program, 
Filing false charges against a mother who reported her ex husbandʼs sexual 
abuse while protecting him, happens way too often to be anything but corruption 
and constant crisis.  

Roger is no doubt happy that he has his old childhood friends working in the very 
agencies that should have been protecting those same children all along but who 
have been very happy to buy whatever Roger and the Tribal Council have been 
selling them for years now.  

Enter Kate Kenna 

GFH: 

In the past year, nearly 1,000 Indian clients received such services as 
alcohol or drug evaluation and treatment and mental health care, said 
Kate Kenna, regional director of the Lake Region and Northeast human 
service centers. 

Kennaʼs statement is somewhat misleading. Iʼm sure she didnʼt intend to 
obfuscate, but since we are talking about Spirit Lake specifically, this makes it 
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sound like 1000 Indians from that Tribe have accessed these services.   

That would indicate on the face of it, that the problems are HUGE in SLN (which 
is what we have been saying all along).  I suspect, and she can correct me if I am 
wrong, she is referring either to the entire region or the entire State.  Which then 
begs the question: How many from SLN have received or accessed these 
services?  

I would have asked the Follow-Up Question, but then again, I didnʼt go to school 
to become a journalist like Haga did. Iʼm assuming he did. He can correct me if I 
am wrong.  

Trying to put Kennaʼs statement into perspective with the topic of SLN is a little 
bit impossible without further clarification.  But it sounds really GOOD if you donʼt 
try to do the math.  

Her next statement is rather surreal: Again, from GFH 

Kenna said she is “very optimistic” about conditions improving at Spirit 
Lake. “I believe the kids will be safer and safer as we work together,” she 
said. 

So, the kids who are presently being raped and abused by Roger’s relatives and 
the other sex offenders, have how much longer to wait until they are actually 
‘safe’?  

Summary 

Roger has his old friends that he grew up with, working with him on this whole 
Child abuse thing.  

It’s hard to maintain good qualified help if you fire, threaten, intimidate anyone 
that reports child rape, abuse, neglect.  But you can keep your own abusive 
employees forever.  

Ms Merrick likes her fame, refuses to accept any apology by Cramer, and she 
feels that I am ‘badly informed’.  Yet, she refuses to help victims of domestic 
violence nor fire her abusive employees (because help is so hard to find?) 

The State and Regional Districts think that the problems are being solved and the 
Tribe is on the Right Track, it’s just that the train is not moving yet--- but it’s ON 
THE RIGHT TRACK.  All aboard?  

No children have been rescued.  

No Sex Offenders have been arrested and charged.   

No one has followed-up on any of the Mandated Reports with any of the 
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Protocols that are supposed to be followed.  

Oh, and ‘no one reads the blog’ except maybe Chuck Haga, who quotes it more 
often these days.  

Everything is just Hunky Dory. Or at least it’s “On the right track” to Hunky 
Doryville.  All aboard! 

You know where to find me. 

~Cat 


